
ECOLOGICAL GARDEN & FARMSTEAD DESIGN
Professional service offered by the Sun And Bloom Farms founders - Anna Maria & Lucian

CONSULT - DESIGN - INSTALL - CARE

Our services transform landscapes into thriving, regenerative and sustainable ecosystems that:
❖ Conserve water, energy, resources and time
❖ Grow organic food, biodiversity, local habitat and beauty
❖ Inspire, Empower and Support individual, family and community wellbeing
❖ Improve local ecologies and address local social and environmental issues

 We have over a decade of experience in providing our expertise to homeowners, community
centers, schools, urban farms and family small scale diversified farms around the world.

CONSULTATION

What we Do: We connect with you in person, learning about your needs, wants and vision for your
project. We walk and analyze your space in need of transformation, and communicate the
solutions that are possible in this space on the spot. This is a verbal assessment with
recommendations and hand drawn sketches when/where appropriate.
What you Get: A follow up short report with summarized recommendations and additional
resources for you to learn from further.
Fee:  $150/hour + travel ($0.50/mile) (2 to 3 hours minimum for properties over 1 acre)

DESIGN & IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

What we Do: The process is similar to the consultation, only that we dive deeper into your vision
and your existing context, and we take a more detailed look at your space. Depending on the size
and scope of your project we may need to communicate with you back and forth, and observe
your landscape, a few times enduring the design process. We take all that information and
observations and create a conceptual landscape design and written design report.
What you Get: Our conceptual landscape designs include a 2-dimensional, birds eye basemap
view of the transformed space with all the recommended elements, such as trees, garden beds,
paths, rain tanks, green house and the likes, added and marked. The written assessment on the
recommendations accompanies the design. The written assessment includes: details on each of
the elements of the design, such as on the plants and materials recommended; a phased
implementation plan; a maintenance plan; and estimated costs for full implementation. If the
design is for an income producing landscape, such as a small farm, and if the client desires, we
write up a basic business blueprint plan also.
Fee (under 1 acre): $2,000 to $5,000 (depends on complexity)
Fee (from 1 to 10+ acres): $3,000 to $12,000 (depends on complexity)

INSTALL PROJECT MANAGEMENT & GARDEN CARE

What we Do: We work with licensed contractors to install your project. At this time we will offer
these services only if you have the contractor yourself or with our own starting later in 2024




